
Introduction

The amount of data gathered/processed every day is still growing. This data comes from

many different sources: scientific research, industry or finance, but in terms of storage

and management the requirements are similar: the end users want to store their files

somewhere and then perform standard operations on them, like read, write, copy or

delete. Our poster is about a prototype of decentralized, distributed storage system.
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Main goals

� full distribution – lack of central point (of failure)

� no data redundancy between nodes

� efficient inter-storage communication

� automatic reconfiguration/ease of adding new nodes

� fast file lookup by request broadcasting
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Storage nodes are flexible building blocks that form the core of our system. In fact, the

system is just a set of connected nodes. Each single node is an Erlang OTP application

– a supervisor and four collaborating gen-servers. Diagram on the left shows these servers

arranged in logical layers reflecting the request flow in the system.

The user can send a

request via the HTTP

protocol to a RESTful

request

Authentication layer

• authenticates and validates incoming requests

• checks data integrity calculating HMAC checksum from request body

• discards unauthenticated or ill-formed requests

Communication layer

• dispatches request to the node responsible for its processing

• immediately broadcasts read, delete or find requests

• locates an apropriate node before transferring binary data for

create or update requests

Processing layer

• scheduler puts requests into the job queue - the order is
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Summary

At the current stage, we were able to

develop a working implementation of the

system, together with a set of

administrative scripts and web-based

graphical manager.

The next step is to make use of the

gathered statistics and actions log. This

information will allow us to create user

profile, analyse their habits and then take

them into consideration in the scheduling

phase.

When this is done, we are going to deploy

the system on a cluster of high

performance machines and measure the

performance in a real-life data storage

environment.

Fig. 1. Performance (measured in terms of requests/s) in function

of cluster size and number of concurrent operations.
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Depending on the hardware, the system can

handle up to 4000 requests per second.

Adding new nodes leads to a small

performance drop. This drop however may be

compensated by increasing the number of

concurrent operations.

To get a complete picture of the system

behavior, empty files were used during the

performance tests. This allowed to overcome

the limitations of the I/O subsystem and

evidenced some trends regarding the

performance.

It is worth noting that the tests were

performed on a single, 2-core, machine,

running all the nodes at the same time. Use of

a set of separate machines connected in a LAN

is expected to provide better performance.

metadatafiles

protocol to a RESTful

web-service, or directly,

using an client-API.

Any node can serve as a

gateway node.

node
• scheduler puts requests into the job queue - the order is

determined by the request weight, data size and request priority

• request with the lowest overall cost is executed first

Storage

• data is accessed by multiple executor threads; number of concurrent executors can be

changed, depending on the available CPU cores and I/O devices

• files are stored directly in the node filesystem, metadata is persisted using SQLite3 DB

Our testing procedure measured the number of the processed requests per second. Three parameters were

changed during the tests: cluster size (number of nodes), sample size and number of concurrent operations.


